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Unveiling an Embraer Legacy 600 in ABACE 2019  

Illustrating Jetsolution Full-range Capabilities 
 
(Shanghai, 16th April 2019) Hong Kong based business aviation professional firm, Jetsolution 
Aviation Group with its iconic Embraer Legacy 600 aircraft displayed in the Asia Business 
Aviation Conference and Exhibition at Shanghai Hongqiao Airport today, one of the most 
prominent business aviation events in Asia. The static display of the flagship aircraft preluded 
the tour hosting industry associates, VIPs and media to experience the 3-zone designer’s 
cabin space, iconic exterior livery and the elegant on-board services simulation. This show 
effectively illustrated Jetsolution detailing in aircraft transaction full-range capabilities 
spanning from aircraft acquisition, legal and financing, design and refurbishment, technical 
management, crew training and placement as well as aviation regulatory compliance selection. 
 
Experiencing a Unsurpassed Comfort in Embraer Legacy 600 
 
The Embraer Legacy 600 with upgraded avionics and best-in-class cabin is to cater every safe 
and seamless private journey. Its spacious 3-zone cabin accommodates 13 VIPs whilst offers 
7 sleeping position in night configuration. The 4-place conference group of mid cabin serves 
the functions of corporate business journeys while the aft cabin with a double-bed and club-
seats with TV connecting to changing room serves as private suite assuring absolute privacy. 
 

       
 
 
 
 
Safest & Enjoyable Journey by World-class Operations   
 
Jetsolution believes passenger experience and safety are paramount. Its charter fleet is 
proudly operating by Air 7, LLC. based in USA holding current 14 CFR 135 Air Carrier and 
Operating Certificate governing by US Federal Aviation Administration.  FAR Part 135 
regulatory is the leading standard among international aviation compliance in terms of safety, 
security and the best practices in public air transport category.  
 
Operating crew are FlightSafety International trained and FAR Part 135 certified by FAA, multi-
national pilots with extensive experience and VIP flight attendants are to deliver seamless air 
limousine services without compromising safety. 



 Redefining Standard of Jet Charter 
 
Jetsolution endeavour to advance the private charter experience with distinguished standard, 
broadening the range of potential customers with revolutionary change in the concepts of 
charter flights.  
 
“Private charter flights are no longer exclusive for top billionaires only. It could be customized 
for those who value quality life and personal space.” said Jackie Wu, the Group President and 
Senior Aviation Specialist of Jetsolution Aviation Group. 
 
“The availability and quality of regional charter fleet is far away from meeting current demand, 
particularly those based in Greater Bay region of China. With the market trend that quite a 
significant increase cases of aircraft owners disposing their owned aircraft due to current 
economy climate of China, which leads to an emerging demand of aircraft charter.”  to capture 
the opportunities based on the supply and demand ratio, Jetsolution increased the business 
portion and resources of its private aircraft charter services expecting the demand surge is set 
to endure, induced by refining services delivery, cabin interior and operational new standards  
to promote private travel beginning from on-demand chartering more accessible and 
affordable.  
 
The acquisition and promotion of chartering aircraft fleet not only marked a prominent 
milestone for Jetsolution’s business expansion, but reinforces its business competitiveness 
and solidifies its leadership in business aviation industry. 
 
 
Jetsolution Aviation Group 
 
Jetsolution Aviation Group, headquartered in Hong Kong with its regional offices in USA, 
Malaysia, Middle East, is a unique and professional aviation firm, providing extensive range 
of advisory services and solutions to clients under one roof. It specialises in spanning aircraft 
sale and transaction, design and refurbishment, technical appraisal and modifications, asset 
legal and financing, delivery, registration and certification support to guide private aircraft 
owners and corporations across aircraft types and projects in the fast-paced international 
business aviation environment. Through a consistent investment in knowledges and industry 
experts, the Group’s resources now provide inimitable solutions across diverse market 
segments, to meet short-term and ongoing necessities in a personalised and customized 
approach each project challenge.  
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